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Section A: key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Pulping

Pulp is a soup of undissolved fibrous 

particles, chemicals and up to 99% water. 

Sizing Sizing is commonly a clay-based liquid that is 

used within the pulp mixture or to coat the 

surface of paper or board. 

Calendering The final process of squeezing, drying and 
calendering to create a finished roll of paper 
stock. 

Production The amount of wood or number of trees it 

takes to make paper varies considerably 

depending on the quality required of the 
end product. 

Recycling

and

the environment

Issues including sustainable forest 

management and using other renewable 

sources to make the cellulose fibres that can 

be used to make pulp. 

The use of water in the pulping process is 

very important, but the addition of chemicals 

and sometimes bleaching agents can 

contaminate the water

Tree-free paper

and

Ethical sources

Whilst cotton paper and flax paper does not 

require trees and are renewable, cotton and 

flax are not very sustainable products. 

the FSC paper mark and what it means for 

paper to have been approved by the FSC.

FSC - Forest stewardship Council

Learning Outcomes for the unit 5
 Recognise and characterise different 

types of papers and board 

 Understand the physical and working 

properties of the paper and board 

categories and how these affect their 
performance 

 Identify the primary sources of 

materials for producing paper and 

board and explain the conversion 
process

 Identify some of the ecological issues 

in the manufacture and recycling of 
paper and board products 

 Demonstrate an awareness of how 

different properties of papers and 

board make them suitable for use in 

commercial products and papers and 

board can be modified by the use of 
additives in manufacture 

 Understand that papers, board and 

fixings are available in standard forms, 
weights and sizes 

Papers and Boards / Timber based products

Learning Outcomes for the unit 6

• Recall the main processes involved in   

producing workable forms of timber

 Explain sustainability and ethical 
factors in timber production and in use

 Identify FSC and PEFC timber

 Name the common commercial stock 

forms, types and sizes of timber based 
materials

 Identify different types of knock-down 
fittings

 Explain how timbers and boards are 

selected and processed for commercial 
products

 Identify techniques for preparation and 

application of treatments and finishes 

to enhance functional and aesthetic 
properties

 Explain why manufactured board is 
suitable for flat pack furniture

Section A: key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Forestry
The forestry management cycle to students. 

Elicit key terms such as management, industry, 

farming, crop, felling 

Product mileage
Timber is produced by felling trees, which are 

transported to a sawmill, where they are cut and 

stacked in plank form, then transported to a 

wholesaler or merchant, then to stores

Timber conversion, 

Green timber

and seasoning

Felled trees are cut into manageable lengths to 

be converted into planks and boards. At this 

point it is known as timber.

Green wood is difficult to work with, it clings to 
tools, jams machines, blunts blades and causes 
rust. Green wood will inevitably dry out but can 
warp and crack. Seasoning removes the 
moisture content before working with timber

Sustainability

The rate of our use of timber can be a 

problem if it exceeds the rate of growth - the 

demand for timber can lead to illegal logging 
thus rendering supply unsustainable.

Desertification, deforestation and global 
warming

Manufactured boards

Plywood, chipboard, MDF, hardboard, block 
board, OSB.

We can also class manufactured boards as 

'composite materials'.  This is because they are 

made by binding or fixing particles, fibres, 

veneers or boards of wood, together with 

adhesives thus creating a composite.

Lamination,
compression, OSB 

(Sterling board) and 
chipboard

Some manufactured board is created by 

compressing waste wood using heat and 
adhesives. 

Compressed materials are purely particles or 

chips held together with adhesive and are more 

likely to break, chip or crumble under force 
owing to the lack of any grain.


